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T    he year has cycled as it must, 
leaving us with lasting memories 
and presenting me with the annual 

opportunity to highlight the activities and 
accomplishments of the faculty, staff and 
trainees of the Stiles-Nicholson Brain 
Institute (SNBI) in 2022. The bar set by 
the prior year’s developments was truly 
high, given the generous support for FAU 
neuroscience research, technology and 
education provided in 2021 by David 
and Lynn Nicholson and the Palm Health 
Foundation. As anticipated, our community 
of scholars surged forward with wind in their 
sails and opportunities realized. Enjoy this 
compilation of our progress. 

BUILDING BRAIN SCIENCE 
When the House of Commons was 
bombed in 1941, Winston Churchill urged 
rebuilding it just as it was before, noting 
“We shape our buildings; thereafter they 
shape us.” I’ve thought of this statement 
many times as the design of the new 
SNBI moved from the computer-aided 
design layout of architects to the physical 
embodiment of Race to Excellence, the 
ambitious 2015 Strategic Plan set in 
place by John Kelly, Ph.D., FAU President 
Emeritus. His bold vision challenged FAU 
to embrace cross-cutting opportunities for 
growth in key areas of emphasis, where 
FAU’s existing strengths in key thematic 
areas could move the university beyond 
its past expectations. One such area, 
neuroscience, was designated one of four 
“pillars,” a metaphor given structure with 
the launch of the FAU Brain Institute in 
2016. In 2022, a $35 million commitment 
from the state of Florida and a $10 million 
gift by David Nicholson were realized 
with the completion of construction of the 
Stiles-Nicholson Brain Institute building on 
the Jupiter. campus. As the new building 
began to take shape, I wondered how 
the opportunity would shape us. Would 
it drive us to appreciate new possibilities 
of multi-disciplinary science and drive 
discovery at the interface of disciplines 
and technologies, colleges and Institutes, 

as Race to Excellence envisioned? That’s 
certainly my hope, and commitment.  

One sign that the new building is supporting 
interdisciplinary research can be seen in 
the multiple academic homes of the faculty 
who have already moved their labs into the 
building. Current faculty derive from both 
the Colleges of Science and Medicine, as 
well as the Harriet L. Wilkes Honors College, 
with the recruitment of faculty by other 
Colleges planned, and more on the way. 
Supporting these faculty and their labs are 
three critical research support facilities, 
one the vivarium resources of the Center 
for Brain Disease Modeling, another the 
Advanced Cell Imaging Core, and lastly 
the Neurobehavior Core. Together, these 
units create new opportunities for discovery 
in basic and translational neuroscience. 
Whether supporting our goals to see the 
brain in new ways or to model devastating 
brain disorders, these facilities offer  
faculty and their trainees the opportunity  
to capture the serendipities that arise  
when masterminds learn, share and 
discover, together. 

The new SNBI facility provides nearly 
60,000 square feet of space that can 

support both wet and dry neuroscience, 
typically thought of as designations 
for labs geared for biochemical versus 
computational efforts. With these seemingly 
distinct subdisciplines, however, just 
steps from one another, the opportunity 
for interdisciplinary research is enhanced 
and one example of how space can 
shape our science. Indeed, labs (and their 
collaborations) that use mathematical 
models to derive insights from high content 
data have grown commonplace, and may 
arguably be doing the most impactful 
research. Neuroscience is the most 
synthetic of disciplines, drawing from the 
theories and technologies of virtually every 
area leading to the convergences seen 
in neuro-engineering, neuro-law, neuro-
philosophy, and neuro-arts and the need 
for collaboratories, as we call our gathering 
spots within the building. If we play our 
cards right, FAU scientists will create as 
much as use these hybrid disciplines. 

BRAINS, MINDS AND HEARTS 
Few of us are untouched by brain disorders, 
either impacting ourselves, our families, 
or our friends by brain disorders. I know 
of what I write. In remarks I made to the 
FAU College of Science graduating class 
of 2022, I told in brief the story of my own 
family and its battles with mental illness, 
made most indelible by the suicide of my 
father shortly before my second Christmas. 
Sheltered from this horror, and loved, I 
lacked appreciation for where the visible 
strains in my family came from, until a simple 
question from a doctor checking on my 
family medical history asked me to provide 
more information as to my father’s “heart 
attack.” Tearful discussions with my mother 
followed, though I learned more about 
her than him. At 63,  still know so little of 
his personal demons, though I saw these 
come to roost in my mother, my siblings 
and myself. One thing I know now, I am 
not alone. So many of us have the traces 
of malignant sadness, of madness, rattling 
around in our genes, minds and families. 
And we know that the world can stigmatize 
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and avoid, compounding the problem. 
I told the graduates these things not to 
share my family’s struggles, but to help 
them realize, as direct as I could relay, that 
battling sadness can lead one down a path 
that can help others, and that the most 
tragic discoveries can lead to something 
amazing – just as it did for me in finding a 
career in neuroscience.  

So, we now move forward into the new 
year with a space that can truly shape 
us. Shape us to be smarter, to enjoy new 
collaborations, and to give back to the 
community. The SNBI is also far more than 
a Jupiter effort and this shape must not be 
our prison. Institute-affiliated faculty and 
core facilities exist across the 100 miles 
that spans FAU campuses, from Ft. Pierce 
to Jupiter to Boca Raton to Davie, where 
amazing science and eager collaborators 
await. We invite all to visit our new facility 
and we challenge ourselves to not let the 
building become a silo. The Institute was 
born of a desire to remove barriers to 
discovery. We cannot — must not — let the 
new Institute building create new barriers 
to integration and shared experience. UF 
Scripps Biomedical Research and Max 
Planck Florida Institute for Neuroscience 
provide immediate opportunities for 
collaboration and training. I am hopeful that 
our new Neuroscience Graduate Program, 
with its ability to seed shared discovery 
and networking across campuses, colleges 
and  Institutes, will come to aid those of us 
more deskbound and campus-centric. FAU 
neuroscience will be the better for it, no 
doubt at all. Have a great 2023!   

Sincerely, 

Randy D. Blakely, Ph.D. 
Executive Director, FAU Stiles-Nicholson 
Brain Institute
Director, Neuroscience Ph.D. Program
David J. S. Nicholson Distinguished 
Professor in Neuroscience
Professor of Biomedical Science, Charles E. 
Schmidt College of Science 
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BRAIN BRIEFS

Set to debut in 2025, the Cox Science 
Center and Aquarium will add an 
additional 130,000 total square feet 
of space for programming including 
science, technology, engineering and 
math (STEM) awareness and education, 
thanks to a $20 million gift made by 
Howard and Wendy Cox.  

In 2019, the Cox Science Center and 
Aquarium opened a permanent exhibit 
called “Journey Through the Human 
Brain,” with Randy Blakely, Ph.D., 
exclusive director of the FAU Stiles-
Nicholson Brain Institute serving as the 
lead scientific advisor.  

The expansion plans include renovated 
spaces, a new three-story science 
pavilion visible from I-95, new outdoor 

exhibition spaces and one of Florida’s 
largest indoor aquariums. 
    
Kate Arrizza, president and CEO for 
the Cox Science Center and Aquarium 
said, “The amount of life-changing 
philanthropic support we’ve received is 
indicative of the influx of new residents 
in our market and the need for the 
community to have a state-of-the-art 
science center. We are working with the 
industry’s top consultants and program 
developers. Plans include relocating our 
popular Journey Through the Human 
Brain exhibit, the most advanced of its 
kind created in partnership with the FAU 
Stiles-Nicholson Brain Institute,  
to the new building with increased 
square footage.”
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STEM Ahead  
A Multi-million Dollar Gift Expands Science Center 
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To usher in a new era of neuroscience research, education and community engagement, 
FAU held a ribbon-cutting ceremony to celebrate the opening of the FAU Stiles-
Nicholson Brain Institute at FAU’s John D. MacArthur Campus in Jupiter in January.  

“A vibrant neuroscience ecosystem continues to grow and flourish on Florida Atlantic 
University’s Jupiter campus,” said FAU Interim President Stacy Volnick. “The state-of-
the-art FAU Stiles-Nicholson Brain Institute was designed as a collaborative hub for 
neuroscience to foster connections and serve as a global destination for the world’s 
brightest scientists and students.” 

The 58,000-square-foot facility was made possible by a $10 million gift from David J.S. 
Nicholson, and an initial investment of $35 million from the state of Florida, and the 
support of many research partners, including the Max Planck Florida Institute  
for Neuroscience.  

Ribbon Cutting in Jupiter   
FAU Celebrates Launch of New Neuroscience Building 

From left: U.S. Congressman Brian 
Mast; Barbara Feingold, vice chair, 
FAU Board of Trustees; MaryLynn 
Magar, former member of the Florida 
House of Representatives; Robert 
Stilley, former chair and member, FAU 
Board of Trustees; Interim President 
Stacy Volnick; David J.S. Nicholson; 
Randy Blakely, Ph.D., executive 
director, FAU Stiles-Nicholson Brain In-
stitute; Patrick McNamara, president 
and CEO of Palm Health Foundation; 
and Chris Delisio, FAU vice president 
of institutional advancement and CEO 
of the FAU Foundation.
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BRAIN BRIEFS

“We are incredibly thankful 
to David for his support and 
for everyone’s hard work 
and dedication to make 
the FAU Stiles-Nicholson 
Brain Institute a reality. 
We believe that the impact 
from bringing together the 
brightest minds within this 
facility to unravel the secrets of 
the brain will improve the quality of 
people’s lives for decades to come,” 
said Randy Blakely, Ph.D., executive 
director of the FAU Stiles-Nicholson Brain Institute, 
the David J.S. Nicholson Distinguished Professor 
in Neuroscience, and a professor of biomedical 
science within FAU’s Schmidt College of Medicine.  

The new building provides space for laboratory, 
lecture and small meeting space to support 
research, room for up to 20 principal investigators 
and a similar number of research faculty 
and postdoctoral scholars, and educational 
experiences for trainees in neuroscience and its 
partner fields of biotechnology, bioengineering, 
bioinformatics/computer science, biochemistry 
and psychology. 

Among other additions, the building will house 
the Advanced Cell Imaging Core Laboratory, 
where the visualization of brain cells takes 
place. The third floor is outfitted to support the 
researchers whose studies link molecular, cellular 
and computational neuroscience. Nicholson’s gift 
establishes the Stiles-Nicholson STEM Teacher 
Academy, providing  experiential science, 
technology, engineering, and math training 
programs for educators through the Jupiter 
campus’ FAU High School.  

“Conceiving, building and launching the FAU 
Stiles-Nicholson Brain Institute has been a labor 
of love for us and we are ecstatic to showcase our 
outstanding research facility today,” Blakely said. 

Barbara Feingold, vice chair, FAU Board of Trustees
 WALLY-STEVE AIME

Tamiko Iansiti, participant, STEM Teacher Training 
Academy, FAU Stiles-Nicholson Brain Institute

 ALEX DULCE
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David J. S. Nicholson
 WALLY-STEVE AIME

Interim President Stacy Volnick, Ph.D.
 ALEX DULCE

Randy Blakely, Ph.D., executive 
director, FAU Stiles-Nicholson 
Brain Institute

 ALEX DULCE

Watch a video about the Stiles-Nicholson Brain Institute 
 youtube.com/watch?v=roqkfMhPeGg
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Careers in Brain Science in the Starting Blocks
The Fall 2022 Cohort of the Neuroscience Graduate Program is Off to the Races  

BY Bethany Augliere
 
To train the next generation of brain scientists, the FAU Stiles-
Nicholson Brain Institute and Charles E. Schmidt College of 
Science launched the new Neuroscience Graduate Program 
(NGP) in the fall of 2022.  

The innovative, multi-campus doctoral program blends a 
comprehensive curriculum that ranges from studying molecules 
to minds with a variety of research opportunities, and serves 
as a key element in the university’s pursuit of groundbreaking, 
interdisciplinary neuroscience research. 

NGP students are expected to complete the program within six 
years, pursuing a curriculum tailored to their career interests with 
significant time committed to advanced research.  

Claudia Koroma, current trainee in the program, studies the role 
of diet and exercise and how it impacts the brain in Alzheimer’s 
disease, such as the formation of amyloid plaques. Koroma said 
not nearly enough is known about the underlying mechanisms 

that contribute to formation of plaque in the brain, so “this work 
can help support the body of literature in understanding these 
underlying biological mechanisms within a model of Alzheimer’s.”  

Koroma, a native of Peru, was raised in Florida and earned a 
bachelor’s degree in behavioral neuroscience and psychology 
from Randolph-Macon College in Virginia. Before joining FAU, 
she spent a few years working at a clinic in Fort Lauderdale 
specializing in traumatic brain injuries. Eventually, she was 
promoted to a clinical research coordinator where she conducted 
research on the ocular-motor system — the regions throughout 
the central nervous system that interact to control various eye 
movements — and its association in cognitive impairment and 
decline. “It was during this time that my passion for research really 
became pronounced and clear, so I decided to apply to FAU for 
my Ph.D. in order to continue to pursue a career in research,” 
she said. “I knew this was the right program for me because the 
multi-disciplinary perspective of science is important to me and I 
wanted to be immersed in that kind of environment.”
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IN MEMORY 

Nahomie Brisseau, one of the first cohort members of the new Neuroscience Graduate 
Program, recently passed away.  

Brisseau earned a bachelor’s degree in neuroscience and behavior from FAU before starting 
her doctorate work studying neurodegenerative diseases and pharmaceutical attempts  
at regeneration.  

“On behalf of FAU and Brain Institute faculty, students and staff, I wish to express our sadness 
with the loss of Nahomie Brisseau, a talented and promising young scientist,” said Randy 
Blakely, Ph.D., executive director, FAU Stiles-Nicholson Brain Institute. “We will keep her family 
and friends close to our hearts at this difficult time and pray that their memories of Nahomie’s 
smile will shine through and come to lighten the load of her absence.”

Faces of the first cohort of the FAU 
Stiles-Nicholson Brain Institute’s 
Neuroscience Graduate Program

Kaleigh Biegler 
Alejandra Quintero

Brianna Saglimbeni  

Daniel Van Zant 

Luiza Sao Pedro Romero 

Valorie Wiseman 

Ty Roachford 
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Gleeful for Glia
Studying Underdog Cells in the Nervous System 

BY Bethany Augliere
 
As an undergraduate at the University of Poitiers in France, Laura 
Fontenas, Ph.D., said the path forward became clear when she learned 
about glial cells — specialized cells in the brain and spinal cord that 
provide support to neurons. Now, Fontenas studies how these often-
overlooked cells play a role in repairing a damaged nervous system.  
 
“My 10-year-old self thought the only way to do science was to 
become a doctor,” said Fontenas, assistant professor of neuroscience 
in the Charles E. Schmidt College of Science. “Then I learned about 
glia in a neurobiology class and I immediately knew I found my 
passion. How these cells migrate long distances throughout the body 
to eventually stop and do their job in such a precise and timely manner 
really struck me.” 

The nervous system is divided into two separate compartments that 
are connected, the central nervous system and the peripheral nervous 
system, she said. Each half possess distinct cell types that often 
carry out a similar biological function. Fontenas studies glia that are 
located between the two halves of the nervous system, and that also 
make myelin, the protective coating around nerves. In some diseases 
that myelin coating is damaged, called demyelinating diseases, like 
multiple sclerosis, for example. Fontenas is curious if “we can divert 
glia to the diseased half of the nervous system in order to repair 
demyelinating lesions.” 

For her work, Fontenas uses zebrafish as a model. Unlike mouse 
embryos, zebrafish embryos are transparent and develop outside the 
mother’s body. “It is a powerful model that allows us to visualize early 
developmental processes at the cellular level, in a living intact animal,” 
she said.   

Prior to joining FAU, she worked as a postdoctoral fellow at the 
University of Virginia. She completed her doctorate degree in 
neuroscience at the University of Paris-Sud, Orsay, France.  

“FAU was very attractive to me because I get to work in a dynamic 
environment where the research and the model organisms are very 
diverse,” she said. “The presence of the Stiles-Nicholson Brain institute 
and so many neuroscientists on one campus is great for collaboration 
opportunities and for my personal growth. I toured the Brain Institute 
building and my first thought was wow, this place is an amusement 
park for neuroscientists.”
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Pseudocolored confocal image showing myelinating glial 
cells in the spinal cord and peripheral nervous system

Laura Fontenas, Ph.D.

NEW GREAT MINDS
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On a Mission
Driving Computational Brain Science and Health 

BY Bethany Augliere
 
When Cristina Fenollar Ferrer, Ph.D., 
watched her grandmother suffer with  
cancer as a child, she said she knew she 
wanted to pursue a career in science to find 
cures for diseases.  

Fenollar Ferrer, a native of Spain, a research 
associate professor, is doing just that — 
searching for new clues to brain disorders 
including depression, autism spectrum 
disorder, attention deficit hyperactivity 
disorder (ADHD), and how to treat them.   

Her journey to FAU began with earning a 
doctorate in chemistry from the University of 
the Ballaeric Islands in Spain before pursuing 
postdoctoral training in protein molecular 
modeling and dynamics at the International 
School of Advanced Studies in Trieste, Italy, 
as well as at the Max Planck Institute for 
Biophysics in Frankfurt, Germany, and the 
National Institutes of Health, United States.  

“I’m just a scientist that comes from a
modest family,” she said. “As a child in 
Majorca, Spain, I always dreamed about 
finding new cures for diseases once I was 
grown up, without knowing what being a 
scientist really meant.”

Fenollar Ferrer is the first faculty hire 
facilitated by a $1 million gift from the Palm 
Health Foundation to establish a program 
in computational brain science and health 
at FAU. Currently, her research focuses 
on trying to understand how membrane 
transporters, dynamic proteins that allow 
the passage of specific molecules into and 
out of brain cells, are constructed and how 
they change shape to carry out their role. 
In some people with ADHD or autism, for 
example, transporter proteins have been 
found to be mutated and malfunctioning. 
“These transporter proteins are like doors 
that control what enters and exits the cell,” 

she said. “If you want to know why a door  
is stuck, first, you have to know how the 
door normally opens and closes. At the 
level of a molecule, understanding the 
movements of the doors takes powerful 
computational approaches to define what 
we cannot see.”   

Fenollar Ferrer said with a better 
understanding of the inner workings of 
transporters, and how transporters work 
with other proteins, she could understand 
how subtle mutations can impose drastic 
changes in brain function, and these insights 
can allow for the design of new and better 
medications, “built intentionally to open 
doors,” she said. 

Fenollar Ferrer will pursue her computational 
neuroscience research in the new Stiles-
Nicholson Brain Institute building on the FAU 
Jupiter campus. 
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Serotonin transporter inserted in a pseudo-membrane

Cristina Fenollar Ferrer, Ph.D.



Unfolding
HUNTINGTON’S    
     Disease

How Mutant Proteins Damage Nerve Cells
BY Rachel  P lunkett 
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I
n Huntington’s disease, a single faulty gene gradually 
damages parts of the brain over time. After about 20 years, 
it’s fatal with no known cure. Jianning Wei, Ph.D., associate 

professor at FAU Charles E. Schmidt College of Medicine, 
said her research focuses on  understanding how this disease 
progresses, which could provide insight for a cure.  

Huntington’s happens when nerve cells in the brain break down 
over time, causing uncontrolled movements, depression, mood 
changes, and uncharacteristic anger. This defective gene codes 
the blueprint for a protein called Huntingtin.  

As a person ages, proteins — which are important for every 
process within a cell — can fold incorrectly, causing them to 
become dysfunctional. Protein misfolding is believed to be the 
primary cause of most neurodegenerative diseases, and Wei is 
curious how these misfolded Huntingtin proteins interact with 
and possibly impair how other proteins perform in the body. 

A misfolded protein can be thought of somewhat like the trash 
or waste within a cell that neurons need to get rid of, Wei 
explained. The buildup of these misfolded proteins can block 
pathways that are essential for cell function. “This is similar to a 
traffic jam,” Wei explains. “When you have a lot of cars backed 
up on a highway due to a car accident, then the cars cannot 
get through. That’s what happens with the pathways between 
neurons with Huntington’s disease.” 

Wei studies how the accumulation of misfolded proteins causes 
a chain reaction that allows Huntington’s disease to progress. 
“What we are thinking is that this mutant Huntingtin protein 
is interacting with different proteins that it is not supposed to 
interact with. This makes the cell more vulnerable to stress over 
time in comparison to a healthy cell,” Wei said.  

To do this work, Wei analyzes the protein-to-protein interactions 
within the mutated Huntingtin cells, compared to healthy cells 
under both stressful and normal conditions. Through this, it’s 
possible to single out which protein is being altered by mutated 
Huntingtin, and what the role of that protein might be in a 
healthy cell compared to a diseased cell. 

“Understanding what’s happening when these proteins interact 
with each other at the molecular level then allows us to figure 
out how these protein interactions impact the way a nerve cell 
functions,” she said. The idea is that these changes in the way 
proteins behave could cause the nerve cells to stop functioning 
and break down over time, which might lead to the symptoms 
experienced by patients with Huntington’s disease. 

   M A S T E R M I N D S 1 3

Jianning Wei, Ph.D.
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Monica Rosselli, Ph.D., wants to develop precise  

screening tools for Alzheimer’s disease reflective of a 

patient’s culture.  

Early in her career, Rosselli said she realized that psychological 

screening tests given to Spanish speakers could be fundamentally 

flawed, leading to inaccurate measurements of cognitive health. 

These tests, intended to detect dementia and other abnormalities 

in the brain, were created by English speakers for English speakers 

and translated into Spanish. But people of different cultures and 

languages can misunderstand one another, even if translations are 

technically accurate. 

Miscommunicating is about a lot more than just word definitions, 

she said. “Your culture influences the way you think, the way you 

feel, the way you behave,” said Rosselli, professor of psychology 

and associate chair of the department of psychology in the FAU 

Charles E. Schmidt College of Science.  

For this work, she’s earned two grants. One from the National 

Institutes of Health (NIH) for $2 million and another from the 

National Institutes of Aging for about $2.4 million.  

Multiple studies have identified significant effects of culture-

associated variables — preferred language, country of origin, 

ethnicity, race and other factors — in how people perform on tests 

of cognitive health, according to Rosselli’s co-authored review in 

the in the journal Neurotherapeutics, in January 2022.  

“When you develop a verbal or nonverbal psychological test, 

you are influenced by your own culture, and your culture also 

affects how you perform on that test,” Rosselli said. “In the 1980s, 

I showed for the first time that even nonverbal psychological 

tests were affected by the cultures of the test developer and 

the person being assessed. It’s almost impossible to develop a 

test independently from your culture. A Latin American might be 

diagnosed with cognitive impairment because of a test created by 

?

  Miscommunication 
        is 

Ethnic Biomarkers Point to Inaccurate Measurement of Cognitive Health
BY John H.  T ibbetts 

KEY  
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white Americans for white Americans. The real problem can be 

with the test.” 

Now, Rosselli and her colleagues plan for a day when they 

can bring together culturally tailored assessments of dementia 

health with images of brain biomarkers, using state-of-the-art 

imaging technologies, such as an MRI.  

People who experience certain shrinkages in the brain — or 

biomarkers — could be at higher risk of Alzheimer’s disease 

and related diseases. Alzheimer’s patients have decreased 

volume in one part of the brain compared to those who are 

cognitively normal. “Someone who develops Alzheimer’s 

disease can have brain or psychological changes even before 

there are any manifestations in cognition,” Rosselli said.  

Alzheimer’s disease is the most frequent cause of dementia in 

aging, and Florida is an epicenter of the Alzheimer’s epidemic 

in the U.S. Dementia diseases are more frequently seen in 

Hispanic and African-American populations compared to 

whites. Florida has 450,000 Alzheimer’s patients with greater 

than 3.2 million at-risk individuals over age 65 and large 

Hispanic populations.  

In 2020, the 1Florida Alzheimer’s Disease Research Center 

(ADRC), a consortium of leading research institutions that 

includes FAU, received a five-year $15 million NIH National 

Institute on Aging grant to further focus on dementia in diverse 

populations. The 1Florida ADRC effort focuses on why some 

minorities have higher rates of dementia. Researchers also aim 

to identify when people start to transition from normal cognition 

to mild cognitive and from there to dementia — and intervene 

with effective treatment faster.  

Neuroimaging tools, including MRI exams, could help scientists 

learn more about potential relationships between brain tissue 

changes and dementia, like the size of the hippocampus, an 

area of the brain in the temporal lobe. “If the hippocampus 

volume shrinks, then patients are more at risk to develop 

characteristics of some dementia diseases,” Roselli said. 

In a 2022 study, published in the journal Applied 
Neuropsychology:Adult, Rosselli’s research team compared 

symptoms of depression and the frequency of reported 

apathy in people of two ethnic groups — Hispanic Americans 

and European Americans. The team categorized individuals 

according to their cognitive condition: normal, mild impairment 

or dementia. The team used MRI scans to compare potential 

correlations between ethnic populations diagnosed with 

depression and apathy with brain tissue loss. 

“We did find some losses in the brain volumes” among people 

diagnosed with depression or apathy. The tissue losses were 

in different prefrontal locations among Hispanics compared to 

non-Hispanic whites. “But we don’t yet understand what those 

differences mean,” she said. 

“When you develop a verbal  

or nonverbal psychological test,  

you are influenced by your own culture,  

and your culture also affects how  

you perform on that test.”
                                                 – Monica Roselli, Ph.D.

Monica Rosselli, Ph.D.
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More than 100 million people in the U.S. suffer from 

chronic pain and current treatment is invasive and 

doesn’t always work, according to Julie Pilitsis, 

M.D., Ph.D., dean and vice president for medical affairs in 

the Charles E. Schmidt College of Medicine. But, Pilitsis is 

working on a product that will change that.  

“I have always been passionate about advancing technology 

to help treat chronic pain,” she said.  

Pilitsis, along with a team of collaborators, are developing a 

handheld probe to provide a non-invasive, non-opioid-based 

treatment for chronic pain, also referred to as neuropathic 

pain, for use in a physician’s office or potentially at home. 

Neuropathic pain occurs if the nervous system is damaged 

or not working correctly. Pain is felt from any of the various 

levels of the nervous system from the peripheral nerves to 

the spinal cord and the brain, she said. The project is titled 

“External Low-intensity Focused Ultrasound Device for 

Treatment of Neuropathic Pain.” 

For this project, Pilitsis, who is also a faculty member of the 

Stiles-Nicholson Brain Institute and mentor for Ph.D. trainees 

in the FAU Neuroscience Graduate Program, is collaborating 

on a one-year, $100,000 grant from the National Institutes of 

Health (NIH) Blueprint for Neuroscience Research program, 

called Blueprint MedTech. FAU’s project is one of seven 

selected for the pilot phase for funding by the NIH, which 

received successful reviews from ABC’s “Shark Tank.” 

Focused ultrasound (FUS) is a rapidly evolving, non-invasive 

technology that uses ultrasonic energy to target tissue 

deep in the body without incisions or radiation, Pilitsis 

said. “Though focused ultrasound has become more 

Treating

Dean Develops Tool for Pain, with 

a Nod from Shark Tank 
BY Bethany Augl iere 

 PAIN
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commonplace over the last several years, the current clinical use 

permanently damages tissues. Our therapy is innovative in that it  

is one of the few uses of low intensity focused ultrasound (LiFUS)  

to alter signals being sent to the brain rather than destroy tissue,”  

she said.  

To do this, the low-intensity signal creates a target zone that the 

researchers can direct the energy specifically to the dorsal root 

ganglia, small bundles of nerves along the spine that control pain 

signals reaching the spinal cord. “The dorsal root ganglia is a 

relatively new target for treating pain as it houses many pain fibers,” 

she said.  

The handheld applicator under development integrates ultrasound 

imaging and therapy and is designed to accommodate differences 

in human anatomical size. As a result, the treatment device and 

methodology will provide means for precise treatment of back and 

leg pain. 

“Our technology is non-invasive and available to patients of all ages,” 

Pilitsis said. “We expect that a single three-minute treatment can 

lead to 30 days or more of pain relief. Due to patients not needing 

implants in their bodies and the ability for doctors to administer 

this treatment right in the office, our therapy is an affordable and 

accessible treatment option for chronic pain.”

Pain in the Brain 

Research shows that some people have 
a higher pain tolerance than others, and 
Ilknur Telkes, Ph.D., assistant professor 
in the Charles E. Schmidt College of 
Medicine, wants to find out why. 

By studying brainwaves, her research aims 
to understand why some patients respond 
well to one paradigm over another to 
further understanding of chronic pain, and 
ultimately, to design therapies tailored to 
each patient to improve pain relief. 

To treat severe, chronic pain one option is 
a surgically implanted device that sends 
low levels of electricity directly into the 
spinal cord to relieve pain, called a spinal 
cord stimulator (SCS). Yet, determining the 
success of this procedure is not always 
feasible, Telkes said. 

Considering all the advances in medicine 
and health care, a tool to objectively 
measure pain still does not exist, she said. 
Patients rate their pain between 0 and 10,  

  KATARZYNA BYTNAR

Julie Pilitsis, M.D., Ph.D. Ilknur Telkes, Ph.D.
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Blending Sciences  

As the newly appointed dean of the Charles E. Schmidt College of 
Science, Valery Forbes, Ph.D., leads FAU’s second largest college, 
which enrolls more than 8,500 students. With her 25 years of 
experience as an academic leader and researcher, her collaborative 
goals extend to the FAU Stiles-Nicholson Brain Institute.  

Around 30 faculty from the College of Science are affiliated with 
the Brain Institute, she said. These include faculty from the College 
of Science’s departments of chemistry and biochemistry, biological 
sciences, psychology and the Center for Complex Systems and  
Brain Sciences.  

“The value of such interdisciplinary collaborations is bringing 
researchers having very different areas of expertise and perspectives 
together in new ways,” Forbes said. “This, in my experience, increases 
the likelihood of truly novel breakthroughs.” 

For instance, Qi Zhang, Ph.D., is a joint hire between the department 
of chemistry and biochemistry and the Brain Institute. Zhang and 
colleague Maciej Stawikowski, Ph.D., were funded by an FAU Research 
Cores Pilot Grant and their project on intracellular cholesterol 
distribution and trafficking using novel environmentally sensitive 
cholesterol probes was recently funded by the National Institutes of 
Health and has already led to an  invention, she said.  

“This is exactly the kind of outcome we would like to see, i.e., cross-
disciplinary institutes provide seed funding as an incentive to facilitate 
new collaborations; the collaborations lead to successful external 
funding, publications, and intellectual property,” Forbes said.  

“Given that many of the problems we face today are so complex that 
no single discipline is sufficient for solving them, the need for cross-
disciplinary team science is likely to become ever more important,” 
she said. “This has implications for how we should be structuring our 
research institutions and how we should be training our students.” 
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along a visual scale that is a spectrum of 
smiley faces spanning happy to sad. “While 
these self-reports are useful, they cannot 
offer an objective pain assessment. This is 
especially important to evaluate how effective 
the SCS treatment is and how well the patient 
is responding to treatment. Lack of objective 
measurements of SCS trials no doubt, in part, 
lead to failed permanent placements,” she 
said. That’s why Telkes is examining the brain 
waves of patients with spinal cord stimulators 
to develop quantified, neural signatures of 
pain relief. 

As a faculty member of the FAU Stiles-
Nicholson Brain Institute and mentor for 
Ph.D. trainees in the Neuroscience Graduate 
Program, Telkes is currently teaming up 
with other researchers for projects. “With its 
members from diverse disciplines, the Brain 
Institute provides a great opportunity to 
collaborate and to train our next-generation 
neuroscientists to close the gap that has 
developed between the dramatic advances in 
biomedical discovery and meaningful clinical 
applications,” she said.  

Before joining FAU, Telkes was a postdoctoral 
fellow with Julie Pilitsis, M.D., Ph.D., dean 
and vice president of medical affairs in the 
Charles E. Schmidt College of Medicine. 
“She introduced me to the pain field and 
opened my eyes to this common, crippling, 
and complex medical condition. Since then, 
we have been working together on various 
projects to address pain. I am very lucky to 
have her as my mentor, colleague, and a role 
model as a scientist,” Telkes said.  

Together, the women collaborate on two 
National Institutes of Health grants. Telkes is 
principal investigator on one project titled, 
“Assessment of EEG Responses to Spinal 
Cord Stimulation Waveforms in Chronic 
Pain Patients” and co-investigator on the 
other titled, “High-Resolution Spinal Cord 
Stimulation for Non-Opioid Treatment of 
Neuropathic Pain.” 

For her work on these studies, she received 
two prestigious, national awards: the 
Congress of Neurological Surgeons Ronald R. 
Tasker Young Investigator Award (2021)  
and North American Neuromodulation  
Society Krishna Kumar New Investigator 
Award (2023). 

Valery Forbes, Ph.D.
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Out 
Stressed 

Zebrafish Study Reveals Lasting 
Impacts of Early-life Stress 
BY Bethany Augl iere
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W
hen zebrafish — a small minnow common in home 
aquariums — encounter stress in their first few days of 
life, they suffer permanently altered brains, according 

to new research by FAU neuroscientists.   

Early-life stress has fascinated scientists for decades, said Erik 
Duboue, Ph.D., assistant professor in the Harriet L. Wilkes 

Honors College and co-author on the study. For instance, 
research indicates that trauma and abuse in childhood 
can increase the likelihood of anxiety and substance 

abuse as an adult, he said. But, how stress developmentally 
affects the brain is poorly understood, Duboue explained. The 
zebrafish, Danio rerio, could be key to unlocking  
this mystery.  

As a vertebrate, zebrafish retain the same primitive features of 
the brain as humans that drive basic behaviors, like eating and 
sleeping. But unlike humans or mice, which are often used as 
models, development is external. Zebrafish fertilize eggs outside 
their bodies, by releasing egg and sperm into the water column. 

“You can literally track them from a single cell and follow them to 
an adult,” Duboue said.  

To conduct the research, Duboue and the scientists bred the fish 
in the lab, and then applied a randomized stressor to larval fish 
from the time they are between 2 and 6 days old. After this time, 
the researchers raise the fish in a stress-free environment for 60 
days, at which point they are considered juvenile fish. Then, they 
analyze the fish’s behavior. “We can ask the question, are there 
changes that emerge?” Duboue said.  

The findings, published in the journal Scientific Reports, reveal 
two ways in which fish were stressed. First, they determined 
stress levels physiologically. Just like humans, zebrafish release 
the hormone cortisol when stressed, which plays a role in 
metabolism, blood pressure, blood sugar, inflammation, and the 
flight-or-fight response. Duboue found that young fish exposed 
to a stress stimulus experienced a higher baseline of cortisol 
later in life. In essence, the fish are “chronically stressed out,” 
Duboue said.  

Out 
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Secondly, Duboue and the team examined the fish’s behavior 
based on the idea of exploration of a novel environment. From 
past research, it’s known that when put into a new environment, 
fish will typically hug the bottom of the tank, Duboue said. But, 
after a few minutes, the fish feel comfortable enough to explore 
the top and bottom of the tank equally. For their study, Duboue 
found that fish stressed in early life spent a majority of their time 
on the bottom of the tank.  

An important finding from the study, Duboue said, is the timing 
of the stressor. A critical window exists where the stress has a 
lasting impact. For fish, it’s from two to six days after hatching. 
“If you do it later in development, like two or three weeks, 
you’re not going to reprogram the development of the brain. 
As adults, they will be completely fine. So, it’s really something 
about changing it in early development that is altering the 
developmental trajectory,” Duboue said. “I don’t think anybody 
has ever narrowed down that critical period before.” 

During this time between two to six days — when the fish are 
most susceptible to stress — the body is forming its ability to 
respond to stress, called the neuroendocrine stress axis. “That’s 
an interesting finding I think that emerged as well. It’s not that 
you’re changing the development of the neuroendocrine stress 
axis, but it’s actually having this effect after it’s been formed.” 
Once they looked at the brains of the fish and determined it 
was the cortisol receptor, the glucocorticoid receptor, being 
impacted and changing the brain, said Duboue, adding “How 
that’s happening, we don’t really know, but it’s something that 
we want to figure out.” 

While drawing a comparison to humans is a natural question, it’s 
a difficult comparison to make, said Duboue, and, of course, the 
development of fish and humans are different. “But if I had to 
compare it to humans, I would say it’s the equivalent of early 
postnatal development. Yet, humans are susceptible all the  
way from prenatal — in utero manifestations — all the way to  
early adolescence.” 

“What the zebrafish offers is that it provides us with a 
way of linking these kinds of early-life stressful events or 
early experience events, with how it actually affects the 
developmental trajectory of the brain,” Duboue said. “The 
goal of this work is that it’s going to inform us about basic 
mechanisms linking early-life stressors with development, and 
that it has some relevance to human populations.” 

Research continues: The National Institutes of Health (National 
Institute of Mental Health) recently funded this work with a 
three-year grant of about $450,000. Now that the team of 
scientists have figured out that stress is hyperactivating the 
receptor to cortisol, they plan to continue this work to learn 
more about how specific regions of the brain are impacted due 
to stress and finding specific genes that might go awry,  
Duboue said. 

What the zebrafish offers 

is that it provides us with a 

way of linking these kinds of 

early-life stressful events or 

early experience events, with 

how it actually affects  

the developmental trajectory 

of the brain.”
— Erik Duboue, Ph.D., assistant professor in the  

Harriet L. Wilkes Honors College
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Erik Duboue, Ph.D., 
feeding and breeding 
zebrafish, above.
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What a
Difference a

Mutation Makes
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N
europsychiatric disorders like Attention-Deficit/
Hyperactivity Disorder (ADHD) and Autism Spectrum 
Disorder (ASD) are found in four times as many boys as 

girls, but there’s limited science that explains this disparity – or 
other major sex-related differences found in these disorders.  

Florida Atlantic neuroscientists recently discovered a key 
difference in the molecular wiring of male and female brains 
that causes certain behavior to be sex dependent. Their 
finding raises vital questions about how disorders like ASD 
and ADHD are diagnosed and treated in males and females. 

The neuroscientists were examining a genetic mutation found 
in boys with ADHD and ASD to see how the mutation affected 
their behavior and brain. At first, they were only using male 
mice to study this mutation, since so many more males are 
diagnosed with ASD and ADHD. 

But, when they included female mice into the study, they 
discovered that a key part of the brain’s biology varies 
between sexes – which affects behavioral changes with  
these disorders.  

“By choosing to look at females, we found a fundamental 
difference in the biology of the brain between males and 
females, specifically with how the dopamine systems work,” 

said Randy Blakely, Ph.D., professor of biomedical science in 
FAU’s Charles E. Schmidt College of Medicine and executive 
director of the FAU Stiles-Nicholson Brain Institute. Blakely 
led the study in collaboration with Adele Stewart, Ph.D., 
first author on the report, a research assistant professor of 
biomedical science in FAU’s Charles E. Schmidt College of 
Medicine and member of the Stiles-Nicholson Brain Institute. 
Blakely and Stewart looked at how this genetic variant 
affects ADHD and ASD through changes in brain dopamine 
signaling. Both disorders are connected to dopamine, a vital 
neurotransmitter that regulates activities like motor function, 
attention, motivation, learning ability and social behavior. 
Dopamine is also the target of go-to medications to treat these 
disorders, including Adderall and Ritalin. 

They found that the genetic mutation affects how dopamine is 
controlled in the brain, by essentially reversing the function of 
a protein whose primary role is to inactivate dopamine.  

“There are a lot of things that dopamine does in the brain,” 
Stewart said. “And this single change in the genetic code 
completely messes with how the dopamine system works in 
the brain.” 

In an effort to better understand how the mutation and its 
impact on the dopamine system would affect the behavior 

Neuroscientists Find 
Differences in the 

Brain Between Males 
and Females   

BY Emi ly  Halnon 

Mutation Makes
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Brain Institute Members 
Engage Internationally 

Faculty from the FAU Stiles-Nicholson 
Institute recently traveled overseas to 
present their work at various conferences 
and meetings, on topics ranging from the 
sex differences in dopamine genetics to 
the impacts of stimulants on the clinically 
important membrane transporter proteins.  

SPAIN: Lucia Carvelli, Ph.D., associate 
professor of neuroscience, recently 
spoke at Gordon Research Conference’s 
2022 Membrane Transport 
Proteins, “Biomedical Transporters: 
Physiology, Dysfunction and Targets 
of Pharmacotherapy” conference in 
Barcelona, Spain. Carvelli presented, 
“Remembering the Past to Prepare 
for the Future: the Long-Term and 
Inherited Effects of Amphetamine at the 
Monoamine Transporters.” 

DENMARK: Randy Blakely, Ph.D., executive 
director, was a keynote speaker at the 
second International Transmembrane 
Transporter Society Meeting, “Catching 
Transport in Motion,” in Copenhagen, 
Denmark. Blakely’s presentation was titled, 
“Presynaptic Choline Transporters: From 
Gene to Mouse to Disease.” Additionally, 
Felix P. Mayer, Ph.D., postdoctoral fellow, 
gave a presentation titled, “Dopamine 
Transporters Out of Control: Disrupted 
Regulation of Dopamine Clearance and a 
Potential Remedy via Manipulation of  
Opioid Signaling.” 

CANADA: Mayer also joined Adele Stewart, 
Ph.D., research assistant professor of 
biomedical science, at the first Dopamine 
Society meeting, Dopamine 2022, that took 
place in Montreal. Mayer presented “Sex 
and the Circuitry: Dopamine Transporter 
Regulation In Vivo.” Stewart presented 
her work, entitled “Sexually Dimorphic 
Dopamine Signaling Dictates the Penetrance 
and Behavioral Trajectory of Human 
Dopamine Transporter Coding Variation,”  
and chaired the symposium,“Guys and Dolls: 
Sex Effects in Dopamine Genetics, Circuits 
and Drug Action.” 

 

of mice, they put the mice through multiple tests. They found 
that male mice were impulsive, less social and hyperactive, but 
females were anxious, had memory issues and struggled to 
recognize new things. 

“We essentially found that this mechanism in the brain sends 
males versus females on a totally different trajectory of 
behaviors,” Stewart said. 

The mutation affects different brain regions in male and  
female mice, which impact behavior. The behavior exhibited by 
male mice was more externally evident, whereas, the female 
mice showed more internal manifestations through things like 
learning, memory and mood. Since disorders like ADHD and 
ASD are diagnosed through behavioral criteria, their findings 
suggest that the diagnostic process may not be adequately 
capturing females affected by these disorders, according to 
their research.  

“Disorders that we define behaviorally, could have 
completely different mechanistic underpinnings,” Stewart 
said. “And ultimately, we need to know what those biological 
underpinnings are, if we’re going to effectively treat them. It 
could be possible, for example, that treatments that we may 
give to all individuals with ADHD might work well in males, but 
might not work at all in females, because the biology of the 
brains of males and females are different.” 
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Sparking Excitement for the Brain 
Neuroscientist Named Science Educator of the Year 

BY Emily Halnon 

The prestigious Society for 
Neuroscience honors two researchers a 
year, but just one for their commitment 
to sharing neuroscience with the public. 
This year, that award went to Randy 
Blakely, Ph.D., executive director of 
FAU’s Stiles-Nicholson Brain Institute 
and David J. S. Nicholson Distinguished 
Professor in Neuroscience. 

“The brain is endlessly fascinating, and 
I want to spark people’s excitement 
to learn more about how it’s built and 
works, how it fuels our thoughts, actions, 
and dreams, and what underlies brain 
disorders,” he said. 

The Science Educator Award celebrates 
the nation’s top neuroscientists who 
devote their time to research while 
having made significant contributions in 
educating the public about neuroscience 
through outreach, policy and public 
educational activities for the benefit of 
the community. 

Blakely established numerous initiatives 
to make neuroscience more accessible 
to the public, including:      

•  FAU’s Advancing STEM: 
Community Engagement 
Through Neuroscience Discovery 
(ASCEND), designed to educate 
students in middle or high school      

•  Brainy Days, a month-long 
celebration of neuroscience      

•  Journey Through the Human Brain 
exhibit at the Cox Science Center, 
which shares the story of the 
human brain through interactive 
and immersive installations 

•  MobileMinds program, an 
illustrated van stuffed with 
educational resources and 
that visits regional schools 
around Palm Beach County, 
with an emphasis on reaching 
underserved communities  

“We want to make neuroscience more 
accessible to kids who might not have  
as many resources or opportunities,”  
he said. “MobileMinds gives them a 
chance to learn – and be curious – 
about the brain.”  

Blakely said he grew up in a community 
with limited educational offerings and 
credits his high school English teacher 
with encouraging his intellectual 
curiosity and ambitions and similarly 
aims to inspire students. 

Additionally, at Vanderbilt, Blakely 
created the monthlong “Brainstorm” 
public education program as well as the 
public neuroscience exhibit  
“Mind Matters.” 

“It just takes one person to see that you 
have something worth investing in,” 
Blakely said “to get you excited about 
what you can achieve.”
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Committed to Community  
For her dedication to creating and developing programs that advance 
neuroscience and STEM education in the community, Nicole Baganz, Ph.D., 
director of community engagement and programming with the FAU Stiles-
Nicholson Brain Institute, recently earned the Florida Atlantic’s President’s 
Award for Outstanding Community Engaged Service.  

The award was presented at the the 2022 Honors Convocation, an annual 
ceremony recognizing the university’s most outstanding students and  
faculty members.  

“It is a huge honor to be able to bring neuroscience into our community to 
teach people of all ages about brain function, current research, and new 
technologies, and ultimately eliminate stigma that remains attached to 
many brain disorders,” said Baganz, also a research assistant professor in 
biomedical science, Charles E. Schmidt College of Medicine. 
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“It is a huge honor to be able to bring neuroscience  

            into our community to teach people of all ages about  

                     brain function, current research, and new technologies...”

– Nicole Baganz, Ph.D.

ACCOLADES
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Support for 
Postdocs 

FAU Builds New Postdoctoral 
Scholars Network  

BY Bethany Augl iere 

For researchers who have 
recently finished their doctoral 
work, a postdoctoral fellowship 
is the next step to pursue 
additional research and training. 
At FAU, these fellows have 
the chance to collaborate with 
world-renowned researchers to 
help change the future, whether 
it’s tackling climate change, 
neurodegenerative diseases, 
ocean discoveries and more.  

In an effort to strategically support 
fellows, FAU recently launched the 
Postdoctoral Scholars Network, a 
comprehensive program for these 
budding investigators. It’s a place 
for them to network and to raise 
their visibility.  

Here’s a look at a few of the 
newest fellows at the FAU Stiles-
Nicholson Brain Institute.  

Neuroscience Research for the Future 

As a neuroscientist, David Cinalli, 
Ph.D., studies how the brain 
forms and recalls different 
forms of memory. But his real 
passion is sharing science with 
the community — especially 
students — through the 
FAU Stiles-Nicholson Brain 
Institute’s Advancing STEM: 
Community Engagement 
through Neuroscience 
Discovery (ASCEND).  

“Teaching is my passion, and my 
main goal is to make learning fun 
– and we do just that,” Cinalli said. 

Cinalli’s postdoc research focuses 
on neuroscience community 
engagement programs and 
developing metrics to track their 
impact, and making neuroscience 
educational content available to 
science teachers around  
the world.  

Additionally, Cinalli is charged 
with leading a team of 
postdoctoral fellows, graduate 
and undergraduate students to 
engage in hands-on activities 
and neuroscience lessons to 

area middle school and high school students. Cinalli and the ASCEND team utilize the 
MobileMinds van to bring state-of-the-art technologies, scientists and activities to Title I 
schools to reach historically underserved communities. This includes portable museum 
style exhibits and classroom virtual reality headsets.  

“There are so many students who don’t have the opportunities that I had and giving 
back to our community has always been important to me,” he said. “We hope to impact 
students at an age where we see interest in STEM subjects drop off sharply and inspire 
them to consider careers in science and technology. 

POSTDOC CORNER

David Cinalli, Ph.D.
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Snoozing for Brain Health  

When people ask Zoe Atherton, Ph.D., how to 
improve their memory, she tells them to take a nap.  

Atherton, a postdoctoral fellow working in the Varela 
Lab led by Carmen Varela, Ph.D., assistant professor 
in the Charles E. Schmidt College of Science and 
member of the FAU Stiles-Nicholson Brain Institute, 
studies how sleep affects memory.  

While we sleep, we convert our experiences into 
long-term memories by storing them across the 
various parts of the brain and thus, stabilizing them, 
she said. A deep brain region called the thalamus 
mediates communication between multiple brain 
regions to make this happen. It’s this process that 
Atherton investigates. 

To do this, Atherton studies electrical signals of 
single brain cells in the thalamus while rats sleep, 
consolidating their experiences. From this, she can 
identify unique brain activity patterns that correlate 
with successful formation of long-term memories. 
“Understanding these memory processes at the 
cellular level can provide insight into why they are 
disrupted in disorders such as Alzheimer’s and 
schizophrenia,” she said. 

Atherton said she’s been interested in neuroscience 
since her first psychology course as an 
undergraduate at the University of Bristol in England, 
when she learned about treatment for epilepsy 
in the 1950s and 1960s that resulted in peculiar 
breakdowns in brain communication. “I found it 
very complex and was compelled to study the brain 
further,” she said.  

Later, she earned a doctorate from Cardiff University, 
Wales, U.K. where she researched the role of the 
thalamus in the manifestation of absence seizures, 
predominantly found in children. 

Zoe Atherton, Ph.D.

Zoe Atherton, 
Ph.D., threads 

an electrode into 
a handmade 

device that will 
allow movement 
of 28 individual 

electrodes to 
record from cells 

deep within  
the brain.
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FAU researchers are one step closer 
to uncovering medications to treat 
mental illnesses that are expected to be 
associated with a faster onset of action 
and fewer unwanted side effects.  

“Currently available medications for 
depression and anxiety-related disorders, 
such as PTSD, are associated either with 
a delayed onset of action or unwanted 
side effects,” said Felix Mayer, Ph.D., a 
postdoctoral fellow working with Randy 
Blakely, Ph.D., professor of biomedical 
science in FAU Schmidt College of 
Medicine and executive director of the 
FAU Stiles-Nicholson Brain Institute.  

Mood disorders, such as depression 
and anxiety-related disorders (e.g. social 
phobias) are currently often treated with 
drugs classified as selective serotonin 
reuptake inhibitors (SSRIs), which work by 
increasing the neurotransmitter serotonin 

in the brain. Serotonin is a chemical that 
is associated with prosocial behaviors, 
elevated mood and the regulation of 
sleep. In contrast to SSRIs, which work 
by inhibiting the reuptake of serotonin, 
recent clinical findings identified the 
potential of compounds that actively 
release serotonin, as opposed to the 
mere inhibition of reuptake. However, 
currently available agents that release 
serotonin also release the dopamine in 
the reward center of the brain and are 
therefore associated with abuse liability. 

In preclinical experiments, Mayer and 
others identified the potential of certain 
substances that are based on the 
structure of cathinone – a component 
that is found in the shrub catha edulis. By 
modifying the structure of the Cathinone, 
the researchers were able to identify lead 
compounds that promote the release of 
serotonin without releasing dopamine in 

the reward center of the brain. Moreover, 
the compounds identified in this study 
did not bind to targets that are associated 
with potential unwanted side effects, 
such as cardiovascular complications  
or neurotoxicity. 

“We have now identified lead compounds 
that showed promise in preclinical 
models to achieve both a fast onset of 
action and reduced probability to evoke 
unwanted side effects,” Mayer said. 

In summary, this multi-national 
collaborative study, published in the 
journal Molecular Psychiatry, lead by 
author Mayer and colleagues “identified 
compounds that could propel the 
field forward and aid the design of 
compounds that are expected to help 
those affected by disorders for which 
elevation of serotonin has proven 
beneficial,” he said. 
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Finding New Treatments for Mental Illness
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Our permanent, long-term memories  
take time and rest to make. Annie Souza, 
Ph.D., studies how this happens within  
the brain.  

Souza, a postdoctoral fellow working in the 
Thalamus Laboratory led by Carmen Varela, 
Ph.D., assistant professor in FAU Charles E. 
Schmidt College of Science, studies how 
sleep transforms learned experiences into 
long-term memory. 

During sleep, neurons in the brain 
produce repeated electrical activity, called 
oscillations, or brainwaves. Different waves 
help different areas of the brain — like 
the cortex, thalamus and hippocampus 
— communicate and transfer information to 
form memories. 

In the lab, Souza detects and targets 
oscillations during sleep and applies an 
auditory stimulus, which can potentially  
boost the already ongoing waves. “By 
targeting and potentially amplifying, 
so to speak,  those naturally occurring 
oscillations we can possibly improve the 
coordination of brain areas and improve 
memory consolidation,” she said. 

From an early age, Souza was an 
enthusiast of all sorts of life forms, she 
said. So, in her first year of college she 
decided to study biology. “The inaugural 
lecture of the year I got accepted at the 
university happened to be given by a 
neuroscientist. I was amazed and  
decided that this was the path I was going 
to,” she said.  

As an undergraduate, she assisted with 
research and then continued to earn a 
master’s degree, and then a doctorate 
degree from the Federal University of Rio 
Grande do Norte in Brazil. For her graduate 
work, she investigated psychedelics and 
how it relates to the sleep-wake cycle;  
and which proteins are active during sleep 
after learning. 

Ultimately, Souza said she hopes her 
work helps lead to the development of 
non-invasive methods to improve memory 
in disorders like schizophrenia and 
Alzheimer’s disease. 

Bridging Sleep and Memory 

POSTDOC CORNER

Annie Souza, Ph.D.
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Ning Quan, Ph.D., recently earned a $20,000 pilot grant 
by the FAU Stiles-Nicholson Brain Institute to support his 
research understanding the communication between the 
nervous system and immune system. Dr. Quan is also the 
recipient of multimillion dollar grants from the NIH that 
investigate immune signaling in the brain. 

“These potential discoveries will lay a foundation  
for creating medicine for the treatment of various 
neurodegenerative diseases,” said Quan, a professor  
in the Charles E. Schmidt College of Medicine.  

Specifically, Quan and researchers in his laboratory, will 
study how cells in a region of the 

brain called the hippocampus 

have altered genes due to interleukin-1, a protein made by 
peripheral immune cells and specialized brain cells, called 
microglia. Interleukin-1 helps cells of the immune system 
to fight infections. It also has a role in regulating numerous 
central nervous system-controlled activities during sickness.  

Quan will use state-of-the-art spatial genomics technology 
to determine gene expression patterns in specific brain 
regions, he said. “We are very excited with this approach, 
which will allow us to collaborate with a bioinformatics 
expert, Dawei Li, Ph.D., (associate professor, Charles E. 
Schmidt College of Medicine) to discover critical pathways 
that might be involved in neuroinflammation mediated 
damage in brain regions important for cognitive functions,” 
Quan said. 

Computing Connections 
Linking the Brain and Immune System 

BY Bethany Auglier

Ning Quan, Ph.D.
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More than 1.6 million Americans have 
suffered the loss of a limb. Yet, despite 
advancements in technology, prosthetics 
still fall short. Researchers at FAU want to 
change that.  

Current prosthetic hands have five 
individual digits, yet only one grasp 
function can be controlled at a time. That 
means simple tasks like the ability to use a 
screwdriver or can opener — let alone more 
complex tasks — are largely impossible, 
said Erik Engeberg, Ph.D., professor in 
FAU College of Engineering and Computer 
Science and member of the FAU Stiles-
Nicholson Brain Institute.  

“Anything exceeding basic functionality 
remains elusive for prosthetic hands even 
though they are mechanically capable of 
such feats,” said Engeberg who recently 
earned a four-year, $1.2 million grant from 
the National Science Foundation to work 
with amputees to learn advanced control 
over more sophisticated prosthetic hands, 
with an automated training regimen that 
can be used at home.  

The project involves a novel bimodal skin 
sensor that combines machine learning 
motor intention classification algorithms 
and reinforcement learning. Clinicians will 
interact with 10 study participants over the 
course of one year for muscle training using 
a smartphone. 

“Automating this aspect of health care 
with remote learning functionality can help 
disabled people access treatment more 
quickly, more conveniently and at a lower 
cost,” Engeberg said.  

Currently, wrist flexor muscles are used 
to close the prosthetic hand while the 
extensor muscles open the prosthetic 
hand. In an unnatural manner, the user must 
then toggle between different grasp types. 
Although there are numerous options for 
dexterous wearable co-robot assistants, 
such as prosthetic hands, the dexterity 
of these devices is rapidly outpacing the 
ability for people to intuitively control them. 

One main source of this problem stems 
from the inability to reliably interpret the 
intentions of the human operator over 
the course of months and years. Another 
problem is that the science behind 
customizable training programs to empower 
disabled people to harness the full potential 
of prosthetic 
hands has not 
been deeply 
explored. 

Helping Hands 
FAU Researchers Earn $1.2M Grant to Help Amputees 

BY Bethany Augliere 
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Erik Engeberg, 
Ph.D., right, 
works on a  
dexterous  
artificial hand.

“The uniquely holistic 
approach developed by 
professor Engeberg and his 
colleagues to transform 
the state-of-the-art 
for dexterous control of 
prosthetic hands could 
break through previously 
insurmountable barriers.”

– Stella Batalama, Ph.D., dean, 
FAU College of Engineering and 

Computer Science
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Pushing Progress
Pilot Grants Support New Discoveries 

The David and Lynn Nicholson Center for Neurodegenerative  
Disease Research awarded three $20,000 pilot grants to support 
research seeking to understand mechanisms of neurodegenerative 
brain disorders such as Alzheimer’s disease and Parkinson’s disease. 
An additional award was given in the category of general neuroscience 
using funds from the FAU Stiles-Nicholson Brain Institute. 

Awardees include:

Maureen Hahn, Ph.D., and Henriette van Praag, Ph.D., both 
department of biomedical science, Charles E. Schmidt College of 
Medicine: Effects of Exercise on Adult Neurogenesis and Cognitive 
Function in Choline Transporter Val89 Knock-in Mice. This research 
will determine, for the first time, if CHT, a choline transporter gene, 
activity influences neurogenesis and hippocampal-mediated learning 
and memory, with the possibility of advancing CHT as a novel target for 
interventions in Alzheimer’s disease and other disorders in which both 
diminished brain acetylcholine and neurogenesis is a factor. 
 
Qi Zhang, Ph.D., department of chemistry and biochemistry, Charles 
E. Schmidt College of Science: A Bird’s-Eye View of Brain Cholesterol 
Regulators in Alzheimer’s Disease Model Mice. The project investigates 
the role of cholesterol dysregulation and associated cellular pathologies 
in a mouse model of Alzheimer’s disease. 
 
Deguo Du, Ph.D., department of chemistry and biochemistry, Charles E. 
Schmidt College of Science, and Yunqing Kang, department of ocean 
and mechanical engineering, College of Engineering and Computer 
Science: Deciphering Impact of Phosphorylation in Microtubule 
Binding Repeat Domain on Tau Aggregation. This research will 
determine potential disease-modifying treatment for Alzheimer’s disease 
and many other neurodegenerative disorders called tauopathies.

Adele Stewart, Ph.D., department of biomedical science, Charles E. 
Schmidt College of Medicine: Determination of Region-Specific, Sex-
Biased Dopamine Neuron Transcripts Utilizing RiboTag Mice. This 
research will provide key data to define sexually dimorphic patterns of 
gene expression that may be linked to the differential sex bias of Autism 
spectrum disorder and attention-deficit/hyperactivity disorder diagnoses 
and their differing behaviors.

“This non-intuitive functionality is why many 
amputees reject using artificial limbs, which 
is unfortunate because of the negative 
collateral effects at work and for pleasure, 
which drastically impact their quality of life,” 
Engeberg said. “The current clinical state-
of-the-art has a minimal level of dexterous 
controllability; overcoming this problem is the 
goal of our research.” 

For each of the 10 amputees recruited for 
the study, the researchers will 3D scan their 
residual limbs to fabricate form-fitting prosthetic 
sockets that are adaptable to anticipated 
changes in residual limb musculature over the 
course of the program. They will develop a 
novel bimodal robotic skin to sense biocontrol 
signals in the residual limbs that will be 
integrated within the customized prosthetic 
sockets to overcome limitations with current 
sensing technology. Researchers will train the 
classification algorithms using data gathered 
from in-home experiments performed over the 
course of one year.  

The technology also will provide the research 
team with the ability to monitor the patients’ 
usage data from remote locations, which has 
broad applications to connect disabled people 
located around the world with specially trained 
clinical teams.  

“Losing an upper limb has a devastating 
impact on the ability to perform common 
daily activities,” said Stella Batalama, Ph.D., 
dean, FAU College of Engineering and 
Computer Science. “The uniquely holistic 
approach developed by professor Engeberg 
and his colleagues to transform the state-
of-the-art for dexterous control of prosthetic 
hands could break through previously 
insurmountable barriers.” 

In addition, research from this grant  
will be used to create learning experiences 
for high school students from low-income 
households to help educate the next 
generation of engineers and scientists.
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Model Students 
Computational Brain Health Graduates Join New Fellowship 

BY Shavantay Minnis 

Aided by a $1M gift from the Palm Health Foundation, graduate 
students sponsored by the FAU Stiles-Nicholson Brain Institute 
are using sophisticated computational modeling techniques to 
understand the origins and treatment of brain disorders. 

Gifted last fall by the Palm Health Foundation (PHF) Brain 
Health Innovation Fund, the institute launched its inaugural 
Computational Brain Science and Health Graduate Fellowships. 
PHF’s award aims to support new technologies, treatments, 
resources and educational tools that advance brain health in 
the community. 

“With generous support from PHF, we are training talented 
junior researchers who will contribute important knowledge 
and discoveries that will help to address some of our most 
pervasive and debilitating brain disorders,” said Randy D. 
Blakely, Ph.D., executive director, FAU Stiles-Nicholson Brain 
Institute and a professor in biomedical science of FAU’s 
Schmidt College of Medicine.  

Recently four doctoral students: Jasmine Chan, Hadi Esfandi, 
Joseph McKinley and Yosun Yoon became Palm Health 
Fellows. They will collaborate with FAU faculty researching 
brain mechanisms and disorders using cutting edge 
computational tools.  

Chan, a fourth-year graduate student, focuses her work on 
using machine learning to dissect the patterns of brain activity 
in Alzheimer’s disease  patients. Esfandi in his third year as a 
graduate student utilizes a computational model to understand 
how brain cells control the flow of blood to support neural 
function and health, and how when altered it affects Alzheimer’s. 

McKinley, another fourth-year graduate student, is developing 
computational models to provide a theoretical foundation for the 
dynamic responses to neurostimulation, a health intervention 
that disrupts pathological states of neuronal activity seen when 
treating Parkinson’s disease.  

Lastly, Yoon, in her final year as a graduate student is using a  
non-invasive brain stimulation technique to examine and model 
how the frontoparietal network synchronizing alters cognitive 
flexibility, a goal relevant to the treatment of multiple learning and 
mood disorders. 

“These outstanding doctoral students will gain important 
experience in using data-intensive, computational approaches 
to model neural function and dysfunction, joining the battle 
to diagnose and treat brain disorders that range from those 
affecting the brain in early development to those impacting the 
minds of seniors,” Blakely said. 
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Celebration of Neuroscience   
BY Shavantay Minnis  

More than 1,000 people attended the 
fifth annual FAU Stiles-Nicholson Brain 
Institute’s “Brainy Days“ — a month  
long, annual celebration of neuroscience 
featuring invited speakers and events 
designed to engage, empower  
and educate about brain diseases  
and disorders. 

Sponsored by Palm Health Foundation, 
this year’s series included topics from the 
behavior of ravens, to the neurobiology 
of addiction and one researchers escape 
from substance abuse to become a 
leading National Institute of Health-funded 
addiction neuroscience researcher, to how 
COVID-19 can have long-term brain and 
cognitive effects.  

“These unique topics allow us to pull 
back the curtain on the mind and promote 
brain health,” said Nicole Baganz, Ph.D., 
assistant director of the FAU Stiles-
Nicholson Brain Institute and director of 
community engagement  
and programming.  

“We’re constantly striving to enhance the 
public’s view and understanding of brain 
research. The more we educate  
our community on brain science, the 
greater the chances are that individuals 
will take care of themselves and those 
around them.” 

The program also showcased the family-
friendly “Brain Blitz”, an interactive 

experience at the Cox Science Center 
and Aquarium in West Palm Beach, Fla., 
for guests to learn about brain anatomy, 
the senses, and neurotransmission using 
microscopes and virtual reality.  

“The Brainy Days program is a fun and 
effective way for us to bring internationally 
recognized neuroscientists into our 
community to speak on hot topics in the 
field of neuroscience and brain research.  
We are also very excited this year to begin 
discussions with Palm Health Foundation 
on the potential for collaboration in 
initiatives involving the NeuroArts.” 

2022BRAINY DAYS RECAP
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Brain Blitz 2022 event at 
the Cox Science Center 
and Aquarium. 

OUTREACH
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In addition to Brainy Days, SNBI’s Community 
Engagement and Programming Team, 
headed by Baganz, spent countless hours 
this past year enthralling youth and adults 
with lessons on brain, behavior and health. 

“With a conviction that society-wide changes 
in understanding mental health and illness 
needs to be seeded with the young, these 
dedicated fellows, lab scientists in their day 
job aspire to share this passion through 
the Advancing Community Engagement 
through Neuroscience Discovery Program 
(ASCEND),” said Randy Blakely, executive 
director of the Brain Institute, and a professor 
of biomedical science in FAU’s Schmidt 
College of Medicine. 

The new building provides an expanded 
home for the ASCEND Program, and a 
parking place to load up our  

MobileMinds “brainmobile” for its trips to 
Title 1 schools. Headed by David Cinalli, 
Ph.D., MobileMinds seeks to bring a 
museum’s worth of activities and insights 
to kids who often lack someone to take 
them to a museum. Students are not the 
only beneficiaries of the group’s outreach, 
with the Brainy Days program every March 
bringing the promise and progress of brain 
discoveries to both young and mature minds. 

In the 2022 interation of Brainy Days, 
Baganz hosted Judith Grisell to speak to 
students of the Wilkes Honors College on 
her life struggles with addiction, happily now 
inspiring her award-winning research on 
substance abuse.  

Other programs included talks on the 
fascinating minds and brains of crows and 
best approaches to ward off Alzheimer’s 
disease, as well hands-on fun with kids 
as they learn about the shocking fun of 
understanding the brain’s own electricity.  

“The spirited team of trainees that bring 
these programs to life and realize SNBI’s 
community missions, in action, are truly a  
joy to behold,” Blakely said. “For these 
efforts, 2022 was a banner year. 2023 will 
be even better.” 

Nicole Baganz, Ph.D.

David Cinalli, Ph.D.

OUTREACH



The Florida Atlantic community recently lost 
neuroscientist Emmanuele Tognoli, Ph.D. 

“Emmanuelle was passionate in her efforts to 
understand the meaning of brain dynamics underlying 
thought and social experience,” said Randy Blakely, 
Ph.D., executive director of the FAU Stiles-Nicholson 
Brain Institute. “Her own mind, generous spirit, and joy 
of others will long be remembered by all who knew her. 
Her efforts to champion equality and equity will  
be impactful.” 

CONTINUING HER PASSION  
Recently, the university received a three-year, nearly 
$1 million National Science Foundation Advance 
Adaptation grant to help transform faculty diversity and 
ensure appropriate representation of women in science, 
technology, engineering and mathematics. This grant 
continues the work of Tognoli, who served as a research 
professor in FAU’s Center for Complex Systems and 
Brain Sciences within the Charles E. Schmidt College 
of Science and a member of the Brain Institute. She 
was the original principal investigator of the submitted 
proposal and led the design of the initiatives and 
interventions to a successful grant submission, which is 
now allowing FAU to implement these initiatives. 

“Successful implementation of our program for 
institutional change will achieve a more representative 
and participatory STEM faculty and accelerate 
institutional competitiveness in education and research,” 
said Alka Sapat, Ph.D., principal investigator, professor 
and director of the School of Public Administration 
in FAU Dorothy F. Schmidt College of Arts and 
Letters. “The crucial outcome of this transformation 
will be the mitigation of STEM workforce shortages 
with implications for local industries, in particular, 
biotechnologies, aerospace, health, aging, agriculture, 
international trade, marine environment, information and 
security, and financial services.” 

SPECIAL REMEMBRANCE 



GROWING HUMAN NEURONS

Stem cells are cells in the body from which all other 
specialized body cells are produced. This photo depicts 
human  neurons grown in the lab of Qi Zhang, Ph.D, 
research assistant professor, Charles E. Schmidt College 
of Medicine, from induced pluripotent stem cells (iPSCs), 
which hold great promise as the cure for Alzheimer’s 
disease and other neurodegenerative diseases.

  RITVIK KESHARAJU, UNDERGRADUATE STUDENT, FAU STILES-NICHOLSON BRAIN INSTITUTE. 
HONORABLE MENTION IN THE 2022 ART OF SCIENCE PHOTOGRAPHY AND VIDEO CONTEST, HOSTED BY THE FAU DIVISION OF RESEARCH 


